Scientific software is often developed with professional scientists in mind, resulting in complex tools with a steep learning curve. Citizen science games, however, are designed for citizen scientistsmembers of the general public. These games maintain scientific accuracy while placing design goals such as usability and enjoyment at the forefront. In this paper, we identify an emerging use of game-based technology, in the repurposing of citizen science games to be software tools for professional scientists in their work. We discuss our experience in two such repurposings: Foldit, a protein folding and design game, and Eyewire, a web-based 3D neuron reconstruction game. Based on this experience, we provide evidence that the software artifacts produced for citizen science can be useful for professional scientists, and provide an overview of key design principles we found to be useful in the process of repurposing.
INTRODUCTION
In the early 2000s, a new type of software began to emerge, in the hopes of procuring insights from a growing ocean of data: online citizen science. Though citizen science has a history of over 100 years, online platforms are a recent emergence. It was with this emergence that citizen science began to draw inspiration from the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. world of computer gaming, with the goal of turning novices into experts and retaining users. The reorganization of scientific research from professional scientists (e.g., researchers or students with formal training in a field) to citizen scientists (e.g., members of the general public who may not have formal training) necessitates considerations in software design that are largely considered irrelevant in standard scientific software development. Scientific software produced for citizen science often prioritizes usability and enjoyment. While data gathering and analysis are typically considered to be the benefits of citizen science, we observe that, in addition, the software artifacts produced for citizen science themselves can be useful for professional scientists.
In this paper we discuss our experience with two citizen science game projects that independently followed a similar development trajectory: originally developed for citizen scientists, the games were later repurposed to be used by professional scientists directly in their work. Foldit, a game in which players predict the structures of naturally-occurring proteins and design synthetic proteins [8] was restructured into a separate stand-alone, offline application for protein structure manipulation, called Foldit Standalone [26] . Eyewire, a game in which players decipher the 3D structure of neurons by mapping them across z-stacks of images [25] , was extended to allow professional scientists to load their own data sets into the game, referred to in this paper as the Eyewire Tracer Interface.
This work makes the following contributions: (i) we identify a newly-emerging use of game-based technology in the repurposing of citizen science games as software tools for professional scientists, demonstrating that the software artifacts (and not just the data) produced by citizen science games can be of use to professional scientists; and (ii) we identify key design principles from our repurposing experiences. We believe this work presents a starting point for possible further study of this practice.
In Section 2, we provide background and related work. In Sections 3 and 4, we discuss the history of the two games and their repurposing, along with their use by professional scientists. In Section 5 we list the key design principles, and conclude in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
This work relates broadly to the areas of citizen science and the use of game-based technology.
Citizen science allows the general public to participate in scientific research by doing tasks that teams of professional scientists Figure 1 : Screenshots of (left) Foldit game default visualization, (center) Foldit Standalone default visualization and (right) PyMOL [11] . All programs have loaded the same protein structure.
would typically do. Early online projects primarily allowed the public to collect environmental data, such as the presence of species in specific ecosystems [42] . The ESP Game had players provide labels for general images [46] . Stardust@home became the first citizen science project to challenge novice participants with the analysis of existing scientific data [48] . In the years that immediately followed, many projects launched. Some succeeded, others stagnated; citizen science growth and retention remains an unsolved problem [15] . Thus researchers grew keen to explore new interaction models in the hopes of improving the success of these new crowdsourcing platforms. GalaxyZoo [2] , the debut project of Zooniverse, launched in 2007 with a new style of user-friendly interface and in the first two years recruited over 200,000 participants [34] . While GalaxyZoo successfully recruited many participants, other projects have explored turning into games as a practical means by which to address the challenge of recruiting and retaining users [18] , as evidenced by the numerous successful examples of citizen science projects manifesting as serious games. Phylo [23] and Fraxinus [35] both deployed in the genomics field; EteRNA [29] focused on the design of secondary RNA structure; and Nanocrafter [3] examined DNA nanotechnology.
As games are often at the forefront of technology, there are many examples of the use of game-based technology for other purposes. This can range from the use of game hardware, such as controllers [39] and other input devices [27] , to the use of game software, such as using game engines, for the development of general interactive software and simulations [32, 40, 47] . One class of scientific games, biotic games, even aims to advance scientific lab equipment by using it as game hardware [36] . It has become increasingly popular to repurpose existing games for educational purposes (examples can be found in SimCityEDU [17] , Minecraft: Education Edition [31] , and Learn With Portals [44] ). One distinct property of Foldit Standalone and the Eyewire Tracer Interface among other uses of game-based technology is that their gameplay can be used to identify solutions to specific instances of scientific problems.
More broadly, previous work has also examined the (re)appropriation of digital artifacts [4, 12] , where users adapt software in ways designers did not intend. In the current work, the original designers were involved in modifying the software for a new group of users (professional scientists), and thus we have used the term "repurposing". One notable scientific application of existing game hardware is the Folding@home project. Folding@home, a "screensaver" volunteer computing project, applied the processing power of unused PlayStation 3s toward simulating protein folding at a massive scale [30] . In some cases, existing games have been adapted to provide new interfaces for work, such as using Doom to manage system processes on a computer [7] .
GAMES AND REPURPOSING
Foldit is an online game, implemented in cross-platform C++, in which players interactively manipulate protein structures [8, 9] . The game requires downloading and installation to play. Since the game's release in 2008, Foldit players have contributed to a variety of areas in computational structural biochemistry research [13, 16, 21, 24] . Foldit presents a graphical, interactive front-end to the powerful Rosetta Molecular Modeling Suite [28, 37] , which handles the game's underlying protein model manipulations and scoring. Use of Rosetta was intended to ensure that the protein structures created by players would be scientifically useful.
As Rosetta is a popular tool for protein modeling by professional scientists, it soon became clear that Foldit's interface could be useful as an interface for users of Rosetta. Thus, development of a version of the game that could be used by professional scientists was started. Foldit Standalone was developed as a separate application from Foldit, although they shared most of the same codebase. The primary differences between Foldit Standalone and Foldit are (i) removing game-related elements such as leaderboards, chat, player accounts, and website server integration; (ii) allowing users to import and export their own data files, rather than being limited to those provided by the game's server; (iii) modifying the interface's terminology and default options to be more standard (for example, replacing "score" with "energy" and replacing the game term "wiggle" with the more standard "minimize"); (iv) reporting the protein's energy calculated by Rosetta directly (lower is better) rather than converting it into a game score (higher is better); and (v) allowing some advanced features that "break game rules" (such as changing parts of the protein that are meant to be frozen). Beyond this, the Foldit and Foldit Standalone interfaces share much in common. The design of Foldit's interface is discussed in more detail in previous work [9] . Eyewire is a web-based online game where players reconstruct 3D neurons. In the late 2000s, the Seung Lab created a C++ 3D image viewer and reconstruction tool called Omni [38] . As a desktop application, it was able to use the full power of whatever hardware it ran on to display immense volumetric images ("volumes", which are broken down into smaller sections called "cubes"). Tools were added to allow "Tracers"-trained neuroscience reconstruction expert research assistants employed by the lab-to trace neuron branches ("neurites") on their local machines. Two Tracers would independently reconstruct a section of neurite, and a third would compare their work. Tracers would work from relatively powerful workstations and access required a volume to be loaded on a local drive or a LAN connected NFS mount to achieve acceptable performance. Over the years, the codebase became increasingly inflexible with complex class hierarchies.
The Eyewire platform was originally created to serve neuron image stacks and segmentation to citizen scientist players to aid the reconstruction effort. Eyewire players can win badges and land on a leaderboard by winning points for accurately mapping cubes. Over the years, players improved and Eyewire developed a ranking system whereby each class of player unlocked more advanced features that gave them more power in the game. In parallel to the player interface, features for "Gamemasters"-Eyewire employees who oversee the community and reconstruction-were necessary to streamline the checking process carried out on each cell. The Eyewire Tracer Interface repurposed the Gamemaster controls for use by the trained Tracers, thus bypassing the crowd.
USE BY PROFESSIONAL SCIENTISTS
Foldit Standalone has had a version available since 2011, free for academic use. As of early 2018, it has been academically licensed over 1300 times from over 40 different countries. An early prototype of Foldit Standalone was used to iterate on enzymes designed by Foldit players [13] . While still in development, Foldit Standalone had already begun to play a critical role in both research and education [5, 41] . Students have used this tool to re-engineer the reaction specificity of proteases for the development of therapeutics for Anthrax [49] and Celiac Disease [19] . Foldit Standalone has been particularly successful in engaging undergraduate students within the context of the International Genetically Engineering Competition (iGEM). While not all iGEM teams utilize Foldit Standalone, it has been used by a subset of teams almost every year since its widespread introduction. This is illustrated by the 2011 University of Washington and 2014 University of California, Davis teams, both of which won the Grand Prize at the international competition and used Foldit Standalone as an integral part of their project.
When considering more standard tools, there are a wide range of GUI tools for molecular modeling and visualization of proteins now available, each of which is tailored for a targeted user. In the case of Coot [14] and PHENIX [1] , the interfaces have been optimized for use by trained crystallographers as part of a workflow for converting biophysical data (e.g. X-ray diffraction data) into a three-dimensional structure. The widely popular PyMOL [11] and Chimera [33] are optimized for visualization by trained scientists as part of a workflow in evaluating the molecular details of a protein's structure for obtaining insight into its biological function. Folditand thus Foldit Standalone-has been optimized for allowing the user to modulate the shape and composition of a protein's structure within the Rosetta energy function, either for predicting its naturally occurring structure or engineering a novel one. Though other software has been developed for protein structure manipulation (including ProteinShop [10] and Sculpt [43] ), Foldit was designed with novice users at the forefront, and to provide an interface to the protein modeling features of the Rosetta software. Foldit's primary coloring scheme, for example, is based on the per-residue energy of the protein.
This contrast between PyMOL and Foldit Standalone, for example, can clearly be observed in Figure 1 . Here, the same enzymeligand complex has been loaded and oriented in the same way in each program. In PyMOL all of the readily accessible options are for fine-tuning the visualization parameters. In Foldit Standalone, all of the readily accessible options are for manipulating structure and providing real-time feedback on the predicted change in energy due to a given manipulation. While both programs have structure manipulation and visualization capabilities, each program has a different emphasis and usage audience in mind.
The Eyewire Tracer Interface's new hypersquare and Msty features (also available in Eyewire) were in in development since mid-2016 and a pre-release beta was made available in December 2016 for use by staff Tracers on a zebrafish dataset. A result, showing evidence of synapses between zebrafish integrator neurons, was published by Vishwanathan et al. [45] . This work included cells reconstructed by professional scientists using the Eyewire Tracer Interface.
In comparison to more standard tools, Eyewire and the scientific software Omni (shown in Figure 2 ) both begin with VAST (Volume Annotation and Segmentation Tool) [22] , which is used to generate ground truth for machine learning algorithms. The output is segmentation used for 3D reconstruction. Various other tools exist to facilitate reconstruction from z-stack electron microscopy datasets. KNOSSOS [20] enables skeletonization, a method of tracing by drawing a line through neurites. Since KNOSSOS does not use AI segmentation, no real-time 3D models are shown, which can hinder tracing through narrow or otherwise difficult branches.
Omni's controls are on par with Eyewire's. However, according to discussion with Tracers, Omni's are more frustrating to use. For example, many Omni keyboard shortcuts require 3 keys and are not explicitly introduced in the interface. There are at a minimum 40 reconstruction-related buttons and options in the Omni interface, compared to 10 in Eyewire. Omni works offline and large volumes must be locally downloaded. Eyewire runs through a browser window where local cubes generated from a larger dataset are downloaded when a user starts playing or inspects a cube. Eyewire enables real-time collaboration through chat and focused coordination through private messages and toolbars.
KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Based on our experience repurposing two citizen science games for use by professional scientists, we offer the following key design principles we found to be useful in the repurposing process. These principles relate the design of the interfaces, the software architecture, and game systems. These may be of use for other citizen science games that wish to expand their interface for use by professional scientists, or developers creating scientific software. These key design principles were derived from open-ended discussions between the project teams, reflecting on the design and development processes of the two projects. We do not claim to have created these design principles, as they are commonly found in software development projects. However, we have identified these as key principles that both projects found useful, and thus may generalize to other projects. We believe they are a starting point that should be studied further.
Familiarity
Leveraging existing interface paradigms makes it easier for those who are used to existing standard scientific software to get started.
Foldit Standalone approaches familiarity largely by building visualization options, mouse controls, and other interface elements suggested by professional scientists, and making those the default configuration. This also had the benefit of making these options available to players of the game version. Thus, the vast majority of visualization options are available to both players of Foldit and users of Foldit Standalone; however, the default settings used by each application are not the same. Foldit's default visualization options are set intentionally to be quite different than many standard protein visualizations, with bright colors and hidden complexity. Foldit standalone, on the other hand, defaults to settings familiar for professional scientists use. Based on discussions with users of standard protein visualization software, we added options and features that they were familiar with, including a black background, orthographic camera view, specific camera rotation mouse controls, additional geometry such as sticks and spheres, clipping planes, and polar hydrogen visualizations. These options then eventually became available to players. We used Foldit's localization features to create a professional scientist "translation" to use more familiar terminology. A comparison of visualization in Foldit and Foldit Standalone is given in Figure 1 . Additionally, Foldit Standalone includes direct access to more advanced Rosetta protein modeling features, adding much-desired functionality that was not possible with other scientific software.
The Eyewire Tracer Interface provides users with a familiar split-screen interface for 2D-3D reconstruction, similar to Omni. Eyewire utilizes existing commands and view controls. New user interface elements are introduced in keeping with the Eyewire style guide respecting persistent locations and functions.
Interoperability
Although games may have their own internal data formats, software support for importing and exporting standard formats is needed. This allows professional scientists to integrate the game-based technology with their workflows and supplement existing software. We have noticed that ease of import and export of data can impact adoption.
Foldit Standalone interoperates with the standard PDB and FASTA formats (along with various other Rosetta-supported data formats). However, an area of remaining work is the inability to take any standard file from the Protein Data Bank and load it into Foldit Standalone for viewing without the user having expert level knowledge of preparing files for use in Rosetta.
The Eyewire Tracer Interface works with segmented serial electron microscopy data in standard formats.
Reusability
Avoiding code duplication between different software versions is important for preventing maintenance issues and reducing the potential for supporting two completely separate programs. Both projects found it useful to structure the citizen scientist and professional scientist functionality so that one is mostly a subset of the other. However, the Foldit and Eyewire accomplished this in opposite ways. While both projects added and removed features, Foldit's main approach was to remove features to make Foldit Standalone, while Eyewire's main approach was to add features to make the Eyewire Tracer Interface. In both cases, code is structured for reuse rather than duplication.
Foldit Standalone is structured as a separate program from Foldit, and mostly as a subset of it, with game elements added on top. The two projects share and reuse most of the Foldit Standalone code. Initially we started with the game and took several approaches to deriving Foldit Standalone from it. Early architectures were more expedient to implement but, in retrospect, turned out to be difficult to maintain. Architecturally, the code for the projects is organized so that Foldit inherits from Foldit Standalone. Thus, all of the code for Foldit Standalone can now exist in one library, and the extensions provided by the game in another. This improves maintainability, as there is less code duplication, bug fixes made to protein manipulation tools in Foldit Standalone also appear in Foldit, and changes made to game-specific features (such as leaderboards or networking) will not introduce unexpected behavior in Foldit Standalone.
The Eyewire Tracer Interface, in contrast, is part of one web application separated into different platforms by user permissions. The game Eyewire is mostly a subset of the Eyewire Tracer Interface, which adds functionality for professional scientists.
Scalability
It is essential for software to support the large problem sizes and data sets that professional scientists work on.
Foldit Standalone uses multiple threads and animations to keep the user interface responsive while protein computations are carried out, hiding delays as protein size scales. However, there is a performance impact when proteins greater than three hundred residues are loaded, limiting the user's ability to smoothly interact with the molecule of interest. These limitations result from the integrated nature of the Foldit molecular viewing interface with the back-end Rosetta modeling force-field used to energetically evaluate the molecule. Foldit is continually exploring means of manipulating ever larger protein structures at interactive rates, including simplifying geometry and trimming regions of larger problems, though more work remains to be done.
The Eyewire Tracer Interface has benefited from Eyewire's substantial optimization to scale to larger neurons, as well as developed tools that facilitate coordinated activity at the whole cell overview level. One major challenge in Eyewire's development was the sheer size of each task. Delivering each of the three 2D planes of a cube took 10-11 MB, or up to 30 MB per cube. Client-side meshing code was written to avoid downloading (sometimes large) meshes, and new ways to compress the data were devised. In all, data delivery shrunk from a 30+ MB maximum to about 5 MB maximum per task. This new "hypersquare" image delivery system enabled a new project that required the octupling of displayed image size in a new dataset based on zebrafish. A new segmentation tool called "Msty", behaving as an automated player, was also added.
Separability
In terms of game systems, we have noticed that having paid or administrative project members competing directly against players can impact perception of game fairness. Support was needed to prevent citizen and professional scientists from competing in-game.
Foldit Standalone is used offline, disconnected from the Foldit website and game competition and rewards.
The Eyewire Tracer Interface is accessed through the standard Eyewire website, although Tracers do not appear on the Eyewire leaderboard. However, Tracers do win badges; according to discussions with Tracers, they are indifferent to points, yet find badges "entertaining" and good for a break between long sets of cubes.
CONCLUSION
In this work we have identified an emerging use of game-based technology, in the form of citizen science games being repurposed for use by professional scientists, and offered evidence that this is useful to professional scientists. We have noted several key design principles based on our experience repurposing two games.
It is possible that other existing citizen science games may be beneficially used by professional scientists, if they are not alreadyfor example, using Phylo [23] for sequence alignment or EteRNA [29] for RNA design. As citizen science projects are incorporated into AAA games (such as EVE Online's Project Discovery [6] ), scientific software may become even more engaging. Where citizen science has commonly involved assisting professional scientists in data gathering, data analysis, and problem solving, in this work we consider that the software artifacts developed for citizen science projects have value to professional scientists as well. Thus, there may be other yet unforseen ways in which citizen science can benefit professional scientists, or benefit other domains such as science education.
